
Circulair & 
waardecreatie!

PRODUCTS 
THAT LAST



PRODUCTS 
THAT FLOW

ECOMIMICRY:
ecologie inspireert

economie en samenleving

Ecomimicry hanteert
patronen en processen

Ecomimicry: 
in tijd en ruimte



Ecomimicry: 
levert (systeem-) aanpak

Ecomimicry realiseert
veerkracht

Het fundament van 
systemen, waarbij 
twee typen dynamiek 
spelen:

Natuurlijk 
Toegevoegde 
(systeem-eigen) 
Dynamiek 
NTD

Antropogene 
Toegevoegde 
(systeem-vreemde) 
Dynamiek ATD

NTD

ATD

Sleutel benaderingen

a net-zero impact wordt
net-positive impact.

b Ecomimicry als standaard
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a Composting/Biofuel

Design out waste, toxins & externalities

Products as a service (PAAS)

Sharing waste heat

On demand
Clean energy Regenerative agriculture

Design in: recovery, resilience, replace, re-use eg

Onder de lijn::
Net negative - less bad Boven de lijn :

Net positive - doing good



Ecomimicry is de kunst van het 
begrijpen, gebruiken en leren van 

karakteristieken in system-ecologie
voor economie en samenleving. 

“Uiteindelijk heeft de natuur
altijd gelijk”

Wubbo Ockels, 2013

b Basis principesb
Enkele basis principes:

1 Resilience (veerkracht) afhankelijk van diversiteit

2 Diversiteit vraagt 
variatie in ruimte (harde versus zachte grenzen)
stabiliteit in de tijd (ofwel continuïteit)

3 Condities bepalen ontwikkeling

4 Afbraak gaat snel, opbouw is delicaat proces (en snel)

5 Balans entropie – exergie

6 Tipping points vroegtijdig (h)erkennen
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Figure 1. 
Nature’s Dynamic Equilibrium

SECTION 1: NATURE’S DYNAMIC EQUILIBRIUM

THE EXISTING FASHION CYCLE

Humans are mimics. It’s part of our success, and 
we have designed industrial systems that attempt 
to imitate the way that nature cycles materials. 
Yet there is a gulf between the best of human 
endeavor and what nature achieves. Recycling 
has grown into a $200 billion industry,20 but 
that is miniscule compared to the total global 
consumption economy, which was worth an 
estimated $86.6 trillion in 2019.21 There are 
also increasingly serious structural challenges 
threatening the growth of the recycling industry. 
For example, China recently implemented its 
National Sword policy, e!ectively reducing 

recycled waste imports from G7 countries by 
50%.22 The ban also applied to textile waste.23 
“Now all this trash is building up in Japan [and 
elsewhere] and there’s nothing to do with it; the 
incinerators are working at full capacity,” says Eric 
Kawabata, the Asia-Pacific general manager 
for TerraCycle.24

In the fashion industry, the production of virgin 
yarn and fabric is equivalent to primary production 
in the biological cycle. Yet, in place of plants and 
algae using photosynthesis to assemble basic 
building blocks, the fashion industry mostly relies 
on fossil fuels. At at least 60% of textiles are 
currently made using fossil fuel-based synthetic 

Represented as a diagram, flows of energy and matter 
in nature look more like a whirlpool than a simple loop. 
Nature achieves dynamic equilibrium through an open, 
dissipative system. Equilibrium is maintained because 
the materials in the system are benign and cycle 
continuously, and because the whole is powered by 
constant in-flows of free energy from the sun. 

THE BIOSPHERE

Natural cycles have three main parts:

Primary Producers
Photosynthetic plants and algae combine 
free solar energy with disordered 
material building blocks from soil, air 
and water to create highly ordered, 
energy-dense structures.

Consumers 
Includes all herbivores and carnivores, 
which break down energy-dense 
structures and use the stored energy and 
materials to construct their own tissues, 
creating physical waste and dissipating 
energy.

Decomposers
Bacteria and fungi break down material 
to basic building blocks, using up 
remaining energy and making the 
physical building blocks available for use 
by primary producers.

The nature of fashion, Biomimicry Institute (2022)
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fibers.25 Unlike nature’s material palette, synthetics 
do not contribute beneficially to the biosphere after 
their short-term human use. As a result, synthetic 
materials quickly exceed the carrying capacity of the 
biosphere wherever they end up. Current strategies 
for encouraging a more circular economy fail to 
address this challenge. Synthetics, however, lack 
a desirable contributory function beyond human’s 
short-term use. Like life, polyester is carbon-based 
and subject to entropy, but dissipated polyester 
is a hazard that is costly to collect and does not 
decompose naturally back to building blocks of use 
in primary production. Instead, polyester and other 
plastics undergo weathering and are broken down 
by UV light into useless and toxic microfibers, which 
then accumulate in the environment.26  

The link between decomposition and primary 
production is broken, meaning that nutrients 
that in a natural system would be “food” for 
primary production instead become pollution.27 
As a result, synthetic materials quickly exceed the 
carrying capacity of the biosphere wherever they 
end up. Current strategies for encouraging a more 
circular economy fail to address this challenge.  At 
the moment, the circular economy is also “optimised 
to grow the circulation of materials, irrespective 
of whether this goal supports total systems 
improvement and the ecological reality of genuine 
biophysical limits,” say professors Kate Fletcher and 
Mathilda Tham in the Earth Logic Fashion Action 
Research Plan.28 If the fashion industry does not 
recognize the carrying capacity of the earth, there is 
great risk that the benefits of material reuse will be 
o!set by increasing consumption.29

Figure 2. 
Current Fashion System

Unlike the natural system, the paths traced by fossil 
fuels-based energy and materials start and stop in the 
biosphere, with very few closed loops. What exists is 
restricted to its own channels, with almost no universality 
and crossover except from the escape of toxic pollutants. 

THE BIOSPHERE

Fashion industry material flows lack 
equilibrium in several important ways:

Raw Materials
60% of textile fibers are synthetics derived 
from petrochemicals. Processing is 
powered primarily by fossil fuels that 
release greenhouse gas pollution.

Consumption 
Includes the first use of clothing plus 
reuse, remanufacturing, and recycling. 
Synthetic fibers (virgin and recycled) 
become waste, which accumulates in soil, 
air, and water as pollution.

Waste and Recovery
Decomposers are mostly absent in this 
system. Blended fibers prevent recovery. 
Composting and thermal energy 
recovery are rare exceptions that return 
materials to basic building blocks.
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Figure 3. 
Biomimetic Fashion Economy

In the future, all fashion industry loops (technical and 
biological) could cross and mingle, enabled by the use 
of universal building blocks. Such a system requires 
the existing (and hard won) recycling and circular 
economic infrastructure to enable consumption to be 
highly e!cient, extracting all available usefulness from 
materials before they are ultimately safely decomposed. 
No flows begin or end in the soil, air, or water, and a 
stable equilibrium is able to emerge.

To create a fashion ecosystem consistent with the 
laws of nature is, to quote Bill McDonough, “our 
new design assignment.”44 Concluding this section, 
we see that the laws of physics ensure polyester, 
even when recycled, will ultimately be a pollutant. 

Next, we will point to the many indicators showing 
natural and bio-based fibers are not only viable 
but achieve several all-important functions of 
nature: carbon sequestration, regional health, and 
restoration of biodiversity and soil health.45,46 

THE BIOSPHERE

We can design a biomimetic flow of energy 
and materials through industry:

Primary Production
Diverse feedstocks replace petroleum. 
Fibercrops combine with biosynthetics 
made via fermentation, all powered by 
renewable energy.

Consumption 
Materials are bio-available and recyclable. 
Reuse, remanufacturing and recycling 
capture the full value of materials and slow 
the outflows to avoid overloading local 
recovery infrastructure. Processing is 
powered by renewable energy.

Decomposition
Recovery is distributed and scalable to 
match the global fashion economy, 
returning all textiles to their basic building 
blocks.

Robust compost systems are supported by 
chemical recycling and gasification.

Proteines
Suikers/zetmeel
Keratines
Lignines
Celluloses
Lactoses
Kalk
Bouwstoffen hout
e.d.

entropie Trends



Shallow vs deep Lineaire belemmering

Ketens of schakels Biobased vs regeneratief



Trends Regulering of
Conditions for change

consument verandert?
(vs mechanism design)

Ecomimicry helpt
Douwe Jan Joustra

Implementatie Circulaire Economie

DJJ@ICE-Amsterdam.nl


